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Health anxiety and Internet use: A thematic analysis

Karmpaul Singh, John R. E. Fox, Richard J. Brown

University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom

Abstract

The current study aimed to obtain health anxious students’ perspectives on their reasons for using the Internet to obtain health information, and the nature and effects of such usage. Data were gathered using semi-structured interviews with 20 postgraduate and undergraduate students identified as highly health anxious, and were examined using thematic analysis. Results suggested that themes were organized by different stages of the search process. Reasons for searching included curiosity, anxiety/worry about undiagnosed symptoms, and remedy-seeking. Both positive (e.g. reassurance) and negative (e.g. uncertainty) outcomes were reported. Findings from the current study suggest that the Internet constitutes an important resource for obtaining health information by health anxious individuals, with the potential to both reduce and exacerbate health anxiety.
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Introduction

Evidence suggests that up to 50% of Europeans (European Commission, 2013) and 72% of Americans (Fox, 2013) used the Internet to search for health information in 2013 alone, a figure that has likely risen since. Despite the apparent benefits of being able to access online health resources, a number of commentators have expressed concerns about the potentially anxiety-provoking effects of online medical information (e.g., Muse, McManus, Leung, Meghreblian, & Williams, 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014, 2015; Starcevic & Berle, 2013). Evidence indicates that Internet use for health purposes is higher in health anxious people (Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014, 2015), with increased distress and doctor utilization being comparatively common responses to Internet use in these individuals (Baumgartner & Hartmann, 2011; Eastin & Guinsler, 2006; Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014). Indeed, even those with lower state health anxiety are at risk of increased feelings of anxiety post health related Internet search (Singh & Brown, 2015). Furthermore, health anxious individuals were also more likely to endorse items suggesting possible addiction to health related Internet use in one recent study (Singh & Brown, 2014), suggesting that usage could become problematic in its own right.

According to the cognitive-behavioural model (CBT; Warwick & Salkovskis, 1990), an episode of health anxiety can occur when dysfunctional health related beliefs (e.g. “dizziness is a sign of brain cancer”) are activated by internal (i.e. physical symptoms) or external (i.e. media stories, family illness) stimuli, causing them to be misinterpreted as evidence of a serious health threat. Once activated, cognitive (e.g. catastrophic misinterpretation), behavioural (e.g. reassurance seeking), physiological (e.g. increase autonomic arousal), and affective (e.g. depression) factors are thought to maintain anxiety and preoccupation with the idea that one currently has (or will develop) a serious illness. Common illness cognitions in health anxious individuals include erroneous beliefs about the likelihood of currently having or acquiring a serious illness (Abramowitz, Olatunji, & Deacon, 2007; Marcus & Church, 2003) and beliefs concerning the dangerousness and intolerability of
uncertainty (Deacon & Abramowitz, 2008). Intolerability of uncertainty may also prompt health related Internet use in health anxious individuals (Fergus, 2013) and may cause distress with this type of searching (Fergus, 2015; Norr, Albanese, Oglesby, Allan, & Schmidt, 2015). In relation to behavioural maintenance factors, there is evidence (Conroy, Smyth, Siriwardena, & Fernandes, 1999; Hadjistavropoulos, Craig, & Hadjistavropoulos, 1998; Warwick & Marks, 1988) that health anxious individuals will seek reassurance from sources such as the doctor and/or friends and family. Although originally formulated in more general terms, these factors may also pertain to health related Internet use (Singh & Brown, 2014) in an apparent attempt to reduce anxiety and uncertainty about their health status (Singh & Brown, 2015; Starcevic & Berle, 2013).

Although seeking reassurance is a normal and appropriate response to health threats, its anxiety-reducing effects are only short-lived in health anxious individuals and can negatively reinforce health preoccupation (Starcevic & Berle, 2013; Wells, 1997). Indeed, reassurance seeking may be a particularly important reason for such online health related searching, and a behavior that poses a particular risk to health anxious individuals (Starcevic & Berle, 2013). Research supports this idea, where health anxious individuals were found to seek reassurance by often examining the relevance of online health information to one’s own symptoms (Singh & Brown, 2015).

Furthermore, seeking to “diagnose” one’s symptoms online may increase the likelihood of noticing and misinterpreting benign stimuli as evidence for disease; triggering anxiety and illness preoccupation (Singh & Brown, 2015; Warwick & Salkovskis, 1990). Though health related Internet usage (in non-health anxious samples) has been studied by researchers in the past (e.g. Eysenbach & Kohler, 2002; Gray, Klien, Noyce, Sesselberg, & Cantrill, 2005), CBT theory suggests health anxious individuals are more inclined to search online and experience negative effects, due to the abovementioned maintenance factors (Starcevic & Berle, 2013; Wells, 1997). Therefore, those with health anxiety may differ in their online health related usage and behaviours from those who are not health anxious.

To our knowledge, however, no published study has directly examined why and how health anxious people use the Internet for health purposes from their own point of view, including how they interact with and consider online health information, and whether their health anxiety has any bearing on their Internet use (or vice versa). Studies conducted in this area thus far have been primarily quantitative and theory-based (e.g. Singh & Brown, 2014, 2015). As such, these studies are constrained to theory driven areas of importance. However, it is essential to understand how health anxious users perceive the Internet for health purposes themselves, as this may lead to valuable information that can extend theory to areas (i.e. thoughts and behaviors) not yet considered in an online setting.

The current study was designed to explore how health anxious individuals perceive their health related Internet use, and to generate ideas about how the Internet might contribute to health anxiety to inform future theory/research. To do this we opted to utilize thematic analysis due to its flexibility in acquiring and understanding rich, qualitative data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). As it was not our intention to develop a new theory with our findings (we were mainly pursuing to understand a health anxiety CBT model) we decided against using techniques such as Grounded Theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2014, p.7). Relatedly, we opted against using Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), because we were interested in drawing out general themes rather than describing each health anxious individual’s idiosyncratic perceptions and experiences (Smith, 1996). Due to the infancy of this research area we felt that these themes would allow us to inform future research better than an IPA approach.

**Method**

**Participants**

A convenience sample of sixty-six undergraduate and postgraduate psychology students at the University of Manchester were recruited online using a voluntary credit-for-participation scheme. After providing informed consent, participants completed the Short Health Anxiety Inventory (SHAI; Salkovskis, Rimes, Warwick, & Clark, 2002). The SHAI is an 18 item measure, with each item scored from 0-3. Total scores range from 0-54. There is disagreement as to what constitutes clinically significant health anxiety using the SHAI (Alberts,
However, scores greater or equal to 18 have been used previously for this purpose (Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014, 2015), and is the recommended cut-off standard according to the UK National Health Service (NHS; NHS-IAPT, 2011). SHAI items were scored according to these criteria for the current study. The current study utilized a flexible sample size to achieve satisfactory data saturation within a confined time span. Thirty-five individuals scoring greater than or equal to 18 on the SHAI were invited to an interview to discuss their health related Internet use, with the first twenty volunteers taking part. All participants were recruited online specifically for their health related Internet use. As theoretical saturation was achieved after interviewing twenty participants, data collection was terminated at that point.

The demographics of the twenty interviewed participants were 7 males (35%) and 13 females (65%). Age range 18-32 years; mean age 24.60 years (SD ± 5.71). Fifteen of 20 participants identified themselves as Caucasian (75%). The remainder (5) of the sample was 1 Oriental/Asian, 2 South Asian, 1 Mixed Race, and 1 did not specify. The mean SHAI score was 27.05 (SD ± 5.03).

Research Context

Semi-structured interviews were used to collect data for thematic analysis. To achieve this an interview schedule was produced using potential areas of importance based on prior findings in both research (Singh & Brown, 2014; Muse et al., 2012) and theory (Creed & Barsky, 2004; Starcevic & Berle, 2013; Wells, 1997). Previous research and theory has highlighted several areas of importance relating to Internet use for health purposes including; heightened anxiety post-search (Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014, 2015), post-search doctor utilization (Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014), heightened reassurance seeking (which could include Internet use; Wells, 1997), and doctor distrust (prompting use of alternative resources to acquire information; Singh & Brown, 2014; Starcevic, 2005).

Topics were chosen to cover a wide array of Internet-related health use to maximize data procurement and to explore areas as informed by participants. Earlier quantitative studies are hindered by their use of author-theory derived criteria of importance relative to health related searching. This qualitative study allows us to gather and understand areas of importance from the health anxious user's point of view. This both allows us to validate earlier quantitative findings (e.g. Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014) and also inform future research to focus on areas health anxious participants believe are important to their health related online searching (see Appendix for interview guide).

Because CBT theory was partly used to produce topics to explore during interviews, there is always a risk that during data analysis, data could be selected/examined (consciously or unconsciously) to provide evidence for theory. Therefore, the analysis becomes theory driven rather than data driven. In the current study we maintain that only interview data was used to form themes and interpret results for analysis. Our aim was to use theory as a guide, not to purposefully provide qualitative evidence for theory. However, because we were using and were familiar with the CBT model of health anxiety, it is likely that theory was a likely influence on the interview process and interpretation of findings. To minimize this potential bias, prior to the commencement of the study six pilot interviews were conducted with health anxious participants, transcribed, and discussed with the second and third authors separately to establish question appropriateness. Data from the main study was also subjected to weekly meetings/discussions. Areas of the interview map aimed to address our research aims. For example, we attempted to determine why/how health anxious individuals used the Internet, and their experiences pertaining to health related Internet use; for this, areas such as motivation to search and how information was sought were included. Other areas of the map sought to supplement/clarify findings in these areas, or explore other possible areas of importance such as emotional impact etc. Areas specified on the interview map were kept broad in order to facilitate a conversational flow. All interviews were conducted at the University of Manchester by the first author.

Interview Procedure

The interviewer began by explaining the purpose of the interview and seeking consent to continue. Participants were encouraged to speak freely when answering and were told that there were no correct/incorrect answers. The interview began with broad questions about the extent of the individual's online health related searching.
Figure 1. Interview Question Map (Clockwise Rotation Starting at “1 o’clock”).
The interviewer then sought information in eleven general areas of interest, starting with planned questions followed by reflections/probes based on the participant's responses. When topics were felt to be fully explored, questioning moved to other areas. The order of questioning was loosely determined by the layout of the interview map (Figure 1), although deviations were allowed in order to maintain conversational flow (e.g., if the discussion naturally led onto another topic on the map). Interviews concluded when all map areas (including participant-determined areas) had been explored in detail, typically after 45-60 minutes. Interviews were recorded using QuickTime Player v.10.2, and transcribed using Microsoft Word 2010.

**Analysis**

Interviews were transcribed for thematic analysis using the approach of Braun and Clarke (2006). Transcription was completed between interviews to help determine data saturation. Data were coded line-by-line after all interviews had been conducted and transcribed, and were manually arranged into 52 broad themes (initially based on frequency, similarity of responses, and by interview-derived categories). Broad themes were then collapsed into core themes and then into sub-themes by eliminating redundancies, discarding minor/irrelevant themes and merging closely related major themes. These aimed to elucidate the potential relations between health related Internet searching and health anxiety. Core/sub-themes were typically only derived if at least half of the sample (≥10 participants) spoke about the topic when describing their health related Internet use. Topics mentioned by 60-80% of the sample (13-16 participants) are described as “the majority” of participants in the current text. “Extremely common” is used to describe topics mentioned by 19 or all 20 participants. Frequencies were used to highlight areas we felt were important for theme development and to clarify data presentation. We did not adopt a purely quantitative approach to classifying interview data into themes. In some cases, fewer than half of our sample mentioned an area/item (e.g. “assuming credibility” was derived from six participants), but were included because they seemed to add to our understanding of health related Internet use. We referred to these concepts as pertaining to “a minority” of participants.

**Findings**

The simplest way of organizing the results was to divide the data chronologically into core themes pertaining to different stages of the search process (i.e. before [predisposition to search/proximal pre-search], throughout [during search] or after searching the Internet [post-search]). Within these core themes, several sub-themes were identified. Figure 2 provides a simplified representation of these inter/intra-theme relationships, organized within this chronological framework. These are described and interpreted below.

**Predisposition to Search**

Data suggested a number of predisposing characteristics and processes that seemed to influence participants’ subsequent decisions to search for health information online.

**Uncertainty.** Uncertainty related to the probability and likelihood of having a serious illness was present in the majority of our sample, and was a major contributor to assessing the need to search online in the proximal pre-search stage. Uncertainty about unknown health issues primed illness thoughts and metacognitions (see below), heightening anxiety and worry in some cases. When uncertainty related to a currently experienced symptom, catastrophic thinking (i.e., initial triggering “what if…” thoughts regarding perceived illness seriousness) was a common outcome, which in some cases (e.g. when the issue was unfamiliar) led to worry and anxiety, and eventually if perceived to be serious enough, to a feeling of (i.e. non-clinical) “panic” in the proximal pre-search stage (with a decision to initiate an online health search rapidly; intolerance of uncertainty).

“…You think about all the different possibilities; it can be so many different things. I do feel anxious; it does go through my head first that it's something more serious…” (Participant 10)
Figure 2. Summary of inter-intra theme relationships.
Conversely, uncertainty about issues perceived as non-serious (e.g. those familiar to the individual such as acne) primed curiosity. Curiosity was a user response not underpinned by anxiety, and did not cause anxiety during or after the search. Curiosity-based searches used to obtain general knowledge and were not necessarily initiated with urgency.

**Perceived advantages/disadvantages of the Internet.** The majority of our participants used the Internet for health purposes because they perceived clear-cut advantages in doing so compared to alternative methods. Speed, convenience (including constant availability), ability to obtain opinions/advice, size and simplicity of the resource, and its ability to provide reassurance (as supported by successful searching in the past [reduced uncertainty]) were major incentives for health related Internet utilization. Users considered these advantages paramount in turning to the medium in order to obtain online health information. Participants suggested several Internet advantages were a direct result of being solutions to doctor disadvantages (see below).

“...It's very convenient to get information without actually going to the doctor. It [the Internet] answers you immediately. With the doctor I might get an answer in one or two days, with the Internet I get an answer within one or two hours...” (Participant 9)

However, a minority of our participants reported that their Internet-based reassurance was short lasting, which suggests that although the Internet was seen as a quick and resourceful medium, for some participants it was not one that could provide lasting cessation of anxiety and uncertainty. Participants also perceived several other disadvantages to the Internet, including it being too broad, confusing and providing too much information, being too vague, and providing conflicting information that heightened uncertainty and anxiety as it hindered the ability to come to a successful resolution (see post-search sub-theme below). These perceived disadvantages were often direct opposites of advantages (e.g. large resource/too broad), which suggests that 'too much of a good thing can be bad'. Relatedly, participants acknowledged the presence of false, non-credible, and/or irrelevant information, which increased skepticism of using the resource to obtain health information.

The majority of our participants also felt that the Internet contained alarming and anxiety provoking information, which increased disease conviction, was inconclusive, and planted negative thoughts (e.g. consequences of illness) in their minds. This suggests that the Internet is not considered a utopian solution to health problems by participants. It may be regarded as better than doctors, but not infallible in itself.

“...Sometimes it's like there's so many options, that you just get a bit lost and you think 'oh it can be any of these things'. So in that sense it might not necessarily be that helpful...” (Participant 2)

**Perceived disadvantages of doctors.** Participant responses suggested a clear link between perceived Internet advantages and doctor disadvantages. Several Internet advantages were direct solutions to doctor disadvantages. Most notably, distrust (including reluctance to prescribe medication or take one's concerns seriously), inconvenience, short appointment times, inadequate reassurance, and past negative experiences often set forward the motivation to use the Internet for health purposes. A minority of participants felt that these disadvantages/concerns were great enough to warrant doctor use only as a last resort. Responses suggested that the Internet would be used less if these doctor issues were reduced or resolved. However, no participant offered any advice on how such issues could be ameliorated.

“...It tends to be quite difficult to get appointments with the doctor and having to find a slot. Whereas this [the Internet] like you can go on at any time of day, and there's no time restriction on it. You can look at something for like hours and hours, whereas the doctor, you might only be able to talk to them for like 10 minutes...” (Participant 2)

**Preventing Illness.** Preventing a serious future issue, and the deterioration of an existing issue, were noteworthy motivators for using the Internet in a majority of our sample. A connection between prevention and urgency was also uncovered. Participants utilized the Internet (due to its easy accessibility) to quickly resolve uncertainty about an issue. The prospect of not preventing a health problem was associated with the anticipation of dire consequences, furthering a sense of urgency, and the need to search online to resolve it. A lack of preventative measures often prompted anxiety amongst participants. Contrarily however, issues that
were familiar to the participant (e.g. chronic symptoms, genetically predisposed symptoms, and symptoms already discussed with the doctor) were searched for in order to prevent acute/chronic worsening. In this sense, interview data further suggested a link between prevention and control, where participants proposed that actively searching the Internet to prevent an illness/genetic predisposition offered a sense of increased control.

“...My mother died of cancer, so it's deep in my maternal roots. I just feel like I'm predisposed. If I'm worrying about cancer and the Internet can provide a solution or possible explanation, it makes me worry a bit less...” (Participant 17)

Previous health experiences (in oneself or others) seemed to have a bearing on participants’ decision to search in the majority of cases. Searches might be initiated in the proximal pre-search stage because participants wanted information about diagnoses given to them or others. Searches for others often followed a similar, but inhibited form of searching for one's own health. Suggesting concern and uncertainty regarding illness likelihoods for loved ones. It is noteworthy that key differences between searching for oneself and for others included guilt of not searching, sympathy prompting an Internet search, and the feeling of responsibility for a loved one's health. Whereas this was not present for one's own health. Preventing deterioration of diagnosed/undiagnosed illnesses was a theme for some. In these cases, curiosity and/or the desire to search for general information, rather than anxiety, was the major motivator to investigate in the proximal pre-search stage.

“... A lot of things, you don't feel them now, but in a few years they will come back. So I am also thinking about that; ways to start controlling the cholesterol...” (Participant 1)

Resolutions and remedies. Needing resolutions/remedies for pre-diagnosed/chronic and acute issues predisposed online searching for the majority of our participants. Depending on the perceived seriousness of the issue, these either led to anxious responses or curiosity in the proximal pre-search stage. Interview data also revealed a strong link between the need for resolution and anxiety. Moreover, unresolved issues promoted anxiety, requiring searches for resolutions/remedies to resolve them. The need for resolution/remedy both prompted initial searches and if no solutions were found, additional searches. When resolutions were found, searching was terminated; non-resolutions often led to additional searching (see below).

As with prevention, a feeling of control was present amongst participants when actively searching the Internet for resolutions or remedies, several participants suggested that simply using the Internet to find information was comforting in itself.

“...I just type in my symptoms to find out what I should do, and get concrete advice on how to act...” (Participant 4)

Internet as a first filter. Regarding the Internet as a “first filter” for health issues prior to doctor consultation was extremely popular in our sample. All of our participants said they used the Internet as a first source to filter out their health issues before moving to other resources such as their doctor. Reasons included reducing anxiety and uncertainty by understanding the issue, examining various possibilities, and avoiding embarrassment during appointments (e.g. to resolve sensitive issues [i.e. sexuality] anonymously). Using the Internet as a first filter also further supports our earlier findings with the relationship between Internet advantages and doctor disadvantages.

Relatedly, data also suggested many participants also used the Internet to gather information about possible diagnoses and engage in self-affirming experiments prior to a doctor visit. This was to both avoid wasting doctor time/resources, be better prepared for appointments (again to empirically “prove” disease existence to the doctor; justify the doctor visit), and be more efficient for the little time that was allocated to them during an appointment.

“...Well I don't think they [doctors] would believe you as much if you went in too often, because they would just consider you to be a hypochondriac. I think some doctors might just, even subconsciously, try to calm you down, whilst really, you might be going in with a genuine problem. You might appear less credible if you go all the time, that's why the Internet is much better in that
way. The main thing about the Internet is that you can try to filter out things that aren't necessarily that serious...” (Participant 12)

**Proximal Pre-search**

In contrast to the more long-term characteristics and processes contained in the ‘predisposition to search’ theme, the proximal pre-search stage incorporates thoughts and characteristics present immediately before deciding to initiate or inhibit an Internet search. Participants' uncertainty/urgency and anxiety about their health status, coupled with their pre-existing beliefs, seemed to be key factors in this decision process.

The perceived seriousness of an issue, anxiety, and catastrophic thinking all contributed to decisions about whether to consult the Internet or alternative sources. Serious issues prompted sooner, more frequent and longer searches, seemingly to reduce uncertainty/anxiety, and obtain reassurance by finding answers. Searches were less likely, less urgent or shorter, if issues were perceived as trivial.

Non-anxiety related reasons for searching were also present in a minority of participants in the immediate pre-search stage, including: curiosity, searching for general knowledge or health improvement information (e.g. exercise/diet), and searching about non-anxiety provoking existing/familiar issues. Searches in these areas did not cause anxiety before, during or after searches.

**During search**

The interviews revealed three main areas during health related web searches:

**Search strategy.** Interviews suggested Google was the primary resource used to initiate searching, likely due to its predominance as a search tool. Public professional resources (e.g., NHS websites) were preferred; however, private resources such as WebMD and personal blogs/forums were also popular. Illness familiarity and the type of information sought (general/preventative/remedy) often dictated which source was used. NHS or public/private equivalents were commonly used for unfamiliar illnesses; familiar or pre-diagnosed issues generally led towards blogs/forums and Wikipedia.

Time spent searching was proportionate to the issue's perceived seriousness: serious issues required longer search times than more trivial issues. Time searching also depended on interest, familiarity and complexity of the issue, and the participants' search skills. Planned searches (i.e., searches for pre-diagnosed/chronic issues, general information or health improvement information) were generally longer than unplanned searches (i.e., searches for unknown/acute issues and symptom information).

Some participants' descriptions suggested that they escalated their queries to searches for possibly serious causes for their symptoms (commonly due to uncovering unexpected and/or worrying information).

“...If you have a headache and you search for what could be causing that headache, obviously there are common things like you could just be tired. But then you'll end up seeing some sort of horrible thing like brain tumor, and then you'll go and check at what the other symptoms are for brain tumors to see if you've got that, and then you'll scare yourself so much that you've completely forgot you've got the headache in the first place...” (Participant 13)

Partial avoidance of online information was present in a minority of participants, particularly avoidance of alarming wording and other anxiety-inducing information. Conversely, a smaller minority of participants said they did not avoid anything online, suggesting avoidance was dependent on the participants' issue, level of health anxiety, and willingness to accept uncertainty.

A minority of participants utilized multiple/double checking, particularly after uncovering alarming or uncertain information, suggesting preoccupation with the health issue, and failure to attain sustained reassurance.
Evaluation of information. The credibility of online information was important to the majority of participants. Several idiosyncratic search strategies were used to obtain and evaluate online health information. Non-serious issues required less credible sources (no supporting information, amateur layout etc.) such as personal blogs or community forums. Issues deemed serious required credible sources such as governmental or institutional websites. Techniques used to evaluate credibility online included: personal judgment/experience, utilizing academic websites, using advice/reviews from previous users, checking references/doctor credentials, and the professionalism of content (e.g., appropriate diction/grammar).

“...Even we [students] have to write things in a scientific way with short sentences and perfect grammar. On not very good websites sometimes there's bad punctuation; you can tell that it's written by someone who doesn't know what they're talking about. They're not even using proper words...” (Participant 3)

A minority of participants seemed to make intuitive judgments about credibility rather than formally critiquing websites.

“...By reading them, I get a feeling. I kind of find out if they are real or not...” (Participant 9)

Potential causes of symptoms, the likely seriousness of issues, and the relevance of online information were noteworthy areas that were evaluated during searches. Probable benign causes resulted in reassurance that, if enduring, led to acceptance and search termination. Casual information deemed irrelevant was often dismissed and avoided in subsequent searches. Contrastingly, web information that suggested serious issues/causes tended to intensify anxiety and prompted further reassurance seeking from the Internet or alternative sources (especially if the issues/causes seemed personally relevant).

“...I had bumps inside of my mouth and tried to find it [causes] on the Internet. I found this forum and it said that the bump was a kind of tumour. It described it exactly the same as with what I was actually having. After finding this [information] I could not concentrate anymore. I was like ‘oh my God, what if it is a tumor’. Then I talked to my friend about it straight away...” (Participant 15)

Emotion related. Both negative (uncertainty, fright, anxiety, worry, and nervousness) and positive emotions (calm and relief) were present during searches. The emotion experienced was determined both by what was sought and what was found. Negative emotions were commonly associated with unfamiliar issues and calmness/neutrality/relief with familiar issues. Finding non-serious causes for symptoms prompted relief, whereas potentially alarming information incited fright and worry. The majority of our participants had found alarming information online, prompting additional searches. Contrastingly, non-alarming information resulted in search termination (please refer to post search theme below).

Post Search

Thoughts concerning the probable relevance and seriousness of the health information found online typically marked the transition into the post-search stage. Themes pertaining to the period following health related Internet use were grouped according to outcome: either resolution (search process ceases) or non-resolution (new search initiated, and/or alternative source consulted).

Resolution. When searches resulted in positive emotions (happiness, contentment, satisfaction, calmness, and relief) the search process was often terminated and further searches inhibited. Such feelings resulted from finding non-serious answers, diagnosing oneself, finding and/or implementing a remedy, successfully obtaining reassurance, and clarifying uncertainties. This also resulted in a sense of control, and reductions in both anxiety and illness thoughts/metacognitions.

“...When I had the exam period in my first semester I was extremely anxious; basically the whole left side of my body was kind of tingling all the time. So badly, that I was sure I was going to have a heart attack (laughs). So I wanted to check [online], and I saw a bunch of people saying the same thing. It
just turned out that it will go away, like you just have to rest. So in that case yeah, it was reassuring…” (Participant 11)

Acceptance of an issue was also present for non-anxiety provoking matters with some participants setting aside queries because they had accepted their illness/diagnosis, fate, and thoughts.

"... I mean after you've put in sincere effort for 2-3 months [searching online], and you've taken medicines, and you are following the instructions given by the doctor. If you're not showing any considerable amount of changes, you know there's acceptance that you can't help anything...then you think okay fine let's leave it...” (Participant 19)

Non-resolution. Non-resolutions often resulted in negative emotions (sadness, frustration, confusion, and anxiety), and from information that was perceived as inconclusive, conflicting/confusing, and indicative of serious illness. Negative emotions were also associated with previously searched health issues persisting or progressing, and a lack of reassurance. In these cases, participants felt that the Internet had failed to resolve their uncertainty, anxiety, and negative illness thoughts. However, the Internet was still seen as the foremost source to obtain health information regardless. To overcome these Internet shortcomings, participants regularly consulted alternative and auxiliary sources such as friends, family, and doctors for advice/opinions regarding symptoms and information uncovered online. Often this was to obtain more reassurance (where the Internet had failed). Previous searches were also double/triple checked online, suggesting preoccupation. Non-resolutions encouraged fragmented searches over multiple sessions; it is unclear whether these were due to time constraints or due to information encountered online (i.e. lack of lasting reassurance), however. Participants with non-resolved queries also utilized distractions to forget about their issue and reduce uncertainty. These attempts usually proved futile, initiating renewed searching. In this case distraction may have been negatively reinforcing both anxiety and uncertainty.

"…If I feel really anxious about it, I'll go see my doctor and get checked properly. If I looked online and they [symptoms] continued to persist, then I might feel the need to [visit a doctor], even if it's just for my peace of mind...” (Participant 10)

Metacognitions

Participants described thought processes and metacognitions (i.e., thoughts about mental events themselves) related to before and after the search process, and the transition to the post-search stage. Therefore, metacognitions can be viewed as an overarching theme.

Before considering searching, participants attempted to weigh evidence supporting or mitigating the seriousness and likelihood of their health issue, in order to reassure themselves, to reduce anxiety/worry, uncertainty, and the perceived likelihood of having a serious illness. The most frequently cited metacognitions at this stage were negative beliefs related to uncertainty. The majority of participants were compelled to search online because they struggled with feelings of not knowing.

"...I'm not really sure myself. I just can't wait, I need the answers straight away or else I won't be able to think straight. I'm not going to be able to carry on [with daily routine]...” (Participant 15)

Negative metacognitions suggested problems with controlling/resisting Internet searches, despite being aware of Internet disadvantages. During this stage, thoughts about consequences and illness were linked with uncertainty, and evaluated further during a decision making phase. If pressing enough, these thoughts contributed to consulting the Internet/alternative sources.

"...I do it [search online] because I just need to know...” (Participant 11)

Both positive and negative metacognitions about “control” were also apparent in the proximal pre-search stage. Positive metacognitions concerned preventative searching in a minority of participants (e.g. “better to be safe
than sorry"), which provided a sense of control over their fate, and helped to reduce anxiety and uncertainty. Furthermore, control also aided calmness, increasing the likelihood of a search being terminated.

"...I just sort of think of the worst case scenario. It's a way of preparing yourself; it's preparing me in case it is something bad. I feel as though if I prepare for the worst, then I'm prepared to deal with it. Whereas if I don't think about the worst, then I'm not prepared to meet the potential demands of it being something awful ..." (Participant 20)

In the during search stage, metacognitions about uncertainty and consequences were lowered because the focus was primarily on evaluating the possibilities, relevance, and likelihood of information encountered. Metacognitions in the post-search stage, related to additional uncertainty, anticipated consequences, and lack of control (if no resolution was found). Metacognitions were terminated with successful searches.

**Discussion**

We believe that this is one of the first published qualitative studies exploring the perspectives of health anxious individuals on their health related Internet use, and its impact upon them. Thematic analysis uncovered several core themes that could be organized chronologically. Findings were largely consistent with several concepts from the CBT theory/model of health anxiety (Warwick & Salkovskis, 1990) but extend previous empirical research by demonstrating how concepts such as intolerance of uncertainty (Fergus, 2013, 2015; Norr et al., 2015), and the need for reassurance (Singh & Brown, 2015) apply to health related Internet use. This study also demonstrates how theoretical concepts such as catastrophic thinking (Barsky, 2001), inflated likelihoods of illness presence and acquisition/hypervigilence (Starcevic, 2005), and dysfunctional illness beliefs apply to health related Internet use (theoretically; Marcus, Gurley, Marchi and Bauer, 2007, empirically; Fergus, 2013, 2015; Singh & Brown, 2015). In particular, intolerance for uncertainty was an important finding in this study and is a sub-theme which extends across the search timeframe (i.e. predisposition to search, proximal pre-search, and post search; see figure 2). Previous studies (Fergus, 2013, 2015; Norr et al., 2015) have uncovered an empirical link between intolerance of uncertainty, health related Internet use, and distress. Our findings support these studies in demonstrating from a health anxious user’s point of view, the importance of uncertainty in initiating a search (i.e. symptom-related uncertainty) and post-search (i.e. inconclusive findings, confusing information etc.).

Some findings were specific to an online context, including the perceived advantages/disadvantages of Internet use, the search strategy used, and how online information was evaluated in terms of relevance and credibility. Other findings could equally be explained using other models of health anxiety. For example, participants who experienced non-resolution of their queries often cited inadequate reassurance obtained online, which prompted the use of alternative sources (i.e. friends, family etc.) to obtain this reassurance. This finding may suggest the presence of attachment issues/insecurity, as suggested by the interpersonal model of health anxiety (Alberts & Hadjistavropoulos, 2013). Similarly, these reassurance findings related to metacognitions could be explained using metacognitive theory (explained further below). Our results also support CBT theory, which posits that this lack of lasting reassurance is a major, hallmark, behavioral maintenance factor which serves to negatively reinforce preoccupation and dysfunctional illness beliefs (Creed & Barsky, 2004; Starcevic, 2005).

Interview data revealed several perceived advantages in using the Internet for health purposes, this is a unique qualitative finding which supports earlier quantitative research in both health-anxious (Singh & Brown, 2014) and non-health anxious (e.g. privacy for embarrassing issues; Gray et al., 2005) samples. According to our sample, often these perceived Internet advantages were direct reversals of doctor disadvantages, suggesting heightened doctor mistrust/perceived disadvantage in health anxious individuals (Singh & Brown, 2014). Though both non/health anxious samples have reported perceived doctor disadvantages empirically, from a theoretical standpoint (Warwick & Salkovskis, 1990; Wells, 1997) those with health anxiety may be more inclined towards experiencing/reporting doctor disadvantages. Perceiving these disadvantages might also lead to ‘doctor shopping’ or using alternative sources such as the Internet (Guo, Kuroki, Yamashiro, & Koizumi, 2002; Norr et al., 2015). Consistent with this, interviews indicated that participants used the Internet to filter problems before consulting doctors, and to become ‘expert patients’. This was another unique qualitative finding. Becoming an
expert patient helped participants to ‘sell’ an illness to doctors, to gather information justifying a doctor visit, and to rapidly reduce anxiety and uncertainty before a doctor visit. This finding also supports CBT theory relating to doctor distrust and doctor shopping (Wells, 1997), where doctor distrust could lead to a need to justify one’s concerns, and/or find alternative doctors who ‘believe’ that the patient is seriously ill. Furthermore, our finding could represent a form of self-empowerment using Internet-based health information (Korp, 2006), and/or further evidence of past negative doctor experiences.

In another unique qualitative finding, several participants recognized that doctors were irreplaceable due to their clinical intuition (i.e. doctor advantages), suggesting that in some cases doctor disadvantages related to time and convenience were the most likely to prompt Internet use, and not the content of appointments (Persing, Stuart, Noyes, & Happel, 2000). This finding may also explain heightened post-search doctor utilization in high health anxious individuals (e.g., Baumgartner & Hartmann, 2011; Eastin & Guinsler, 2006; Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014). These doctor disadvantages, paired with the Internet's ability to reassure and reduce anxiety/uncertainty was a major reason to use online health resources. Indeed, health anxious individuals experiencing an intolerance of uncertainty and a mistrust of medical professionals have been found to utilize online health resources more (Norr et al., 2015). Future research might consider whether resolving doctor disadvantages has any effect on perceived Internet advantages and utilization.

Interviews also suggested several disadvantages to using the Internet for health information, including containing too much, potentially conflicting, and alarming information. This was another unique qualitative finding. Internet utilization after recognizing disadvantages may be because benefits are perceived to outweigh costs. During searches, the use of personal skills and experiences were used to evaluate credibility, relevance and types of sources, perhaps as an attempt to ameliorate such disadvantages. This supports earlier findings (Singh & Brown, 2015) suggesting evaluation of credibility is an important search behavior in health anxious individuals. However, it should be noted that due to their academic background, university students may have more knowledge about credible sources. Therefore, these evaluative skills may not be readily present in other (as demonstrated in older; Eysenbach and Kohler, 2002, and younger [e.g. middle school students]; Gray et al., 2005) samples.

Albeit, these skills have been demonstrated in research with non-health anxious samples (Eysenbach & Kohler, 2002). Similar to findings by Eysenbach and Kohler's (2002) non health anxious sample, our sample used evaluative criteria such as content written by an official author, professional layout, professional writing style, and scientific references. This suggests that evaluation of credibility is deemed important for online health related searching regardless of state-trait health anxiety, and may constitute a more generalized safety-net behavior by users to evaluate health information online.

Participants described both positive and negative metacognitions about control. These findings were unique to our qualitative study. Positive metacognitions offered participants a sense of control in relation to their health. Prevention (of both novel and previously diagnosed problems) may represent an attempt to gain control over factors (e.g., uncertainty, catastrophising) that exacerbate health anxiety. This finding may also support earlier research suggesting heightened wellness-related searching in health anxious individuals (Singh & Brown, 2014), as wellness information in these cases relates to disease prevention rather than treatment. This need for prevention, resolutions and reassurance was similar for the health of others, suggesting some participants experienced health anxiety by proxy. This was a unique qualitative finding.

Negative metacognitions were also described about uncertainty and loss of control over using the Internet for health purposes (e.g. not having the Internet available for health related searching). This may explain earlier research suggesting the presence of possible Internet addiction for health purposes in health anxious individuals (Singh & Brown, 2014).

Time spent and emotions experienced whilst searching were dependent on the perceived seriousness and consequences of an issue, issue relevancy, issue familiarity/uncertainty, and the level of anxiety experienced. This is supported by Singh and Brown (2015) who found that perceived seriousness and issue unfamiliarity sometimes caused consideration of more serious health issues for one’s symptoms (Singh & Brown, 2015). Furthermore, negative emotions during searches were strongly associated with non-resolution of the search
process, whereas positive emotions during searching were strongly linked to successful resolutions and search terminations, potentially leading to negatively reinforcing behaviour and the need for/lack of control in searching. This supports past research finding both relief (suggestive of successful resolution; Singh & Brown, 2014), and distress/tension/anxiety (suggesting non-resolution; Baumgartner & Hartmann, 2011; Muse et al., 2012; Singh & Brown, 2014, 2015) in high health anxious individuals post-search. It also relates to the type of information searched for, as well as the perceived seriousness and familiarity of the issue. When seriousness and uncertainty were heightened, they required the use of more credible sources. These findings were unique to our qualitative methodology.

Resolutions and remedies offered a sense of control, reassurance, and reduced illness anxiety, uncertainty and preoccupation, and were therefore a major motivation to search. These are all areas of importance according to CBT theory of health anxiety (Starcevic & Berle, 2013; Warwick & Salkovskis, 1990; Wells, 1997). Therefore, suggesting that online health searching can reduce some of the distress associated with ambiguous symptoms. However, reassurance is theorized to be short lasting in health anxious individuals, leading to additional searches (Creed & Barsky, 2004). Our finding of non-resolution prompting double/multiple searches after the initial search supports this idea, as non-resolutions maintained preoccupation arising from uncertainty and short-lasting reassurance. Relatedly, query escalation (i.e. searches of benign symptoms leading to considering serious causes; White & Horvitz, 2009) in a subset of the sample and confusion deriving from conflicting information often led to the maintenance of illness thoughts and anxiety, leading to additional/revisited searches to resolve discrepancies, gain reassurance, and reduce anxiety. This finding supports earlier research which found increased anxiety following query escalations by health anxious individuals whilst searching for online health information (Singh & Brown, 2015).

Avoidance and distraction were also present in several participants, which constitute potentially negatively reinforcing maintenance behaviours suggesting preoccupation (Hadjistavropoulos, Hadjistavropoulos, & Quine, 2000; Olatunji, Deacon, & Abramowitz, 2009). Finally, some participants said they stopped searching and accepted their symptoms/illness. Such acceptance usually occurred if the issue was familiar and not perceived as serious but might also occur due to frustration with the lack of a clear/feasible answer/information, or when the time spent searching was not justified by the perceived seriousness of the symptoms/illness. Usually acceptance related to searches for familiar issues, suggesting that preoccupation nor uncertainty were issues in these cases.

In conclusion, the current research suggests that health related Internet use has the potential of maintaining health anxiety in vulnerable (i.e. health anxious) individuals. The results generally support past theory in the idea that health related Internet use could act as a maintenance or initiatory factor for health anxiety. However, results also suggest that in some cases, the Internet can be beneficial in reducing health anxieties/concerns. It is currently unknown however, what specific online behaviour/information reduces or increases individual anxieties, clearly further research is required to examine these differences further.

Results suggested that anxiety might not always prompt a search (e.g. searches can be for general knowledge, curiosity), but may occur as a result of online health searching. This finding is supported by Singh and Brown (2015). This finding also underscores some of the potential hazards of using the Internet to obtain health information. However, feelings/emotions experienced post-search, and the resources and strategies employed during search, were largely dependent on the initial search purpose. Searches for acute/unknown ailments frequently led to post-search anxiety, whereas searches for familiar issues were largely reassuring. Similarly, the current study suggests that health anxious Internet users are not passively obtaining health information, but rather utilize a variety of strategies to obtain relevant and seemingly credible information. This supports the idea that health anxious individuals exercise caution in using the Internet, despite perceiving its advantages for health information; a finding also supported by Singh and Brown (2015).

Several limitations of the current study should be noted. Because the current study was conducted as part of a doctoral thesis the transcripts were coded and interpreted by only the first author. As such this study also lacks inter-coder agreement. However, data collection, transcription, coding, and analysis were subject to weekly supervisory checks from the second and third authors. It is also possible that our prior knowledge of CBT is likely to have influenced the presentation and interpretation of the data, despite making every effort to ensure the findings were data driven, with any interpretations relevant to theory coming after the fact. In this respect, pilot
Interviews and second/third author input at this piloting stage was used to minimize any potential bias before live data collection. Data were compiled into chronological stages to categorize and interpret themes in a manner similar to real world internet usage for health information. As such, sub-themes were typically limited to one stage during interpretation in order to simplify presentation and interpretation of results. However, it is possible that themes omitted in one stage were present in others (e.g. avoidance may be present as a predisposing issue, during search, and post-searching). Moreover, inter-intra category relationships between themes are extremely complex, overlapping, and in many cases, idiosyncratic. Future research may further explore these relationships by examining links between specific themes in detail. Future research may also examine these themes further by observing our found areas of health related internet searching in vivo, and qualitatively questioning its impact on the subject’s health anxiety, similar to the study conducted by Singh and Brown (2015). Another limitation is that, although we believe theoretical saturation was achieved, the sample size of the study (20) is still relatively low and was restricted to university students with high self-reported health anxiety. As such, results may not be readily applicable to individuals with clinically significant levels of health anxiety. However, the mean health anxiety score of our sample (27.05) was higher than scores reported in several studies using non-clinical samples (Abramowitz, Deacon, & Valentiner, 2007; 10.79; Roberts, Hart, & Eastwood, 2009; 13.38), albeit slightly lower than studies with clinical samples (Abramowitz & Moore, 2007; 33.3, Deacon & Abramowitz, 2008; 31.22). Replication with a larger, preferably clinical, sample is clearly required. Similarly, it would be useful to repeat the study in a cohort with different demographics, to determine any disparities in health related internet use due to psychosocial diversity, technological experience, search skills etc.

Despite these limitations the current study provides useful clinical information by reporting the prominent health searching related thoughts and behaviours of high health anxious individuals, which might inform both preventative and curative interventions. Similarly, these findings might be used by researchers to develop or refine quantitative internet-use measures to better determine areas of importance related to online health information searching in high health anxious individuals.
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Appendix: Interview Guide

Please note the following are some examples of questions we may use. They do not form a finite list of the questions we may ask, some questions will be guided by participant’s responses.

The overarching goal of the study is to get a better understanding of health anxious individuals’ experience of the Internet in relation to health and illness. More specifically, we hope to get an understanding of what, why and how health/illness information on the Internet is accessed by health anxious individuals and any effects that this has on what they think, feel and do. We hope to understand (questions in italics):

Whether people end up on health/illness related websites

Do you ever use the Internet for health purposes?

Possible pointers for follow up:
Can you tell me a little bit about that?
Is it something you do often?
How often?
It sounds a little like your searches for health information are planned/not planned, is this correct? Can you expand on that a little bit?

What prompts people to access health/illness related websites and their reasons for doing so

If you think back to a recent time when you used the Internet for health purposes, what motivated you to use it?

Possible pointers to follow up:
What was your goal when searching online at the time?
Do you often find your goal hard to achieve?
Can you talk a little bit about that? Why is it hard/ why isn't it hard?

The kinds of health/illness related websites that people access
Can you tell me a little bit about how you actually get the information you want, such as any particular preference/method in how you get the information you're looking for?

Possible pointers for follow up:
When you say you prefer using Google, that's in essence, just a search engine and a method of finding information, what sort of sites lead from that Google search?
Have you ever considered an alternative method?
What about this method works for you? What doesn't work?

How they perceive these websites

Can you tell me a little about how you feel about health websites themselves?

Possible pointers for follow-up:
What are some disadvantages or advantages that you perceive in these health websites?
Sounds like you perceive more advantages than disadvantages [vice versa], is this correct?
What is your opinion on these websites, do you find them beneficial often or rarely?
How important is the credibility of the information you search for? Can you talk a little about that?

The kinds of information that people seek when using the Internet for health/illness related purposes

Can you talk a little bit about the types of things you are looking for when you're searching for health purposes?

Possible pointers for follow:
Do you ever search for (other type of information health/illness)?
How often do you search for health/illness information?
Is there any particular order you search this information in?
Have you ever found yourself looking for information you originally weren't looking for? (query escalation) Can you talk a little bit about that?
Do you ever find alarming health information when you are online? What do you do when you find this alarming information online?

The kinds of information that people obtain when using the Internet for health/illness related purposes.

You mentioned you search for (type of information) quite often, do you usually find what you're looking for?

Possible pointers for follow up:
What are some of the other types of information you've stumbled upon that you had been unexpected?
Do you feel satisfied with what you find? What about it makes you satisfied/dissatisfied?
Have you ever been surprised with what you find?

How people use health/illness related websites and what they do when they're on them

Can you tell me a little about what you usually do when you're on these websites, just sort of walk me through it?

Possible Pointers for follow up:
Is there any particular strategy you use once you're on the website? For example do you try to focus on images on a website or prefer a text description?
What about this strategy works for you? What doesn't?
How long would you say it takes you to find the answer you're looking for on each website?

What people think and feel when they're on a health/illness related website

When you're actually on the website, while you are searching, what are some of the feelings you're having?
Possible pointers for follow up:
Can you think of a recent time that you searched for health information and tell me what sort of things were going through your mind?
Can you expand a bit more on what thoughts are occurring?
How long do these feelings and thoughts last? What makes them stay/go away?

What people think and feel after they've accessed health/illness related websites.

In general what kind of affect does using the Internet for health purposes have on you emotionally and behaviorally?

Possible pointers for follow up:
So it sounds like you feel better/worse after you search, can you talk a little bit about that?
How long would you say these thoughts last? What about the feelings?
What sort of steps do you take to deal with these feelings?
How would you feel if the Internet was completely taken away for you for health purposes? (Addiction).

What people do after they've accessed health and illness related websites

So after you're done searching, what comes next?

Possible pointers for follow up:
Are you satisfied with what you find?
Is there anything you like to do or follow up on after searching for health related information online?
Do you consult a doctor after your search? Can you talk a little bit about that?

Let's pretend you're sitting here and you find a symptom that's bothering you, can you walk me through the typical procedure you may take to deal with that issue?

Possible pointers for follow-up:
Your general mindset at the time
What would you do?
If you go online what sort of things your aiming to see/find?
How you feel afterwards?

Addressing limitation from first study: Can you take some time and tell me what other issues are important to you when using the Internet for health purpose, something we may have missed or something you think that is important?

General probe questions (questions used to elicit further information from the participants):

Could you tell me a bit more about that?
This is what I've understood, is that right?
When you say.......what do you mean? Could you give me an example?
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